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Abstract: Szego polynomials are studied in connection with Wiener-Levinson filters formed from discrete signals
XN = {xN(k)}';:--6' Our main interest is in the frequency analysis problem of finding the unknown frequencies CA),
when the signal is a trigonometric polynomial xN(k) = E~- -I(Ii ei",jk. Associated with this signal is the sequence ~f
monic Szego polynomials {Pn(\{IN; z)}:-o orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to a distribution function \{IN(8).
Explicit expressions for the weight function \{I~(8) and associated Szego function DN(z) are given in terms of the
Z-transform XN(z) of the signal XN' Several theorems are given to support the following conjecture which was
suggested b-y: numerical experiments: As Nand n increase, the 2/ + 1 zeros of Pn( \{IN; z) of largest modulus approach
the points e'"'j, We conclude by showing that the reciprocal polynomials P:( \{IN; z) := znpn( \{IN; Iii) are Pade
numerators for Pade approximants (of fixed denominator degree) to a meromorphic function related to DN(z).

Keywords: Orthogonal polynomials, frequency analysis, digital fIlter.

1. Introduction

A number of papers have appeared recently on Szego polynomials Pn(z) orthogonal with
respect to a distribution function 0/( 8) [10-12,15,16,21,23]. One reason for interest in Szego
polynomials is their close connection with important problems of digital signal processing [9,14].
The sequences {Pn} considered in this paper are obtained by forming Wiener-Levinson (linear
least squares) filters, starting with a discrete input signal x = (x(k)}%,_-oo and N-truncated,
causal signals XN = (xN(k)}, where xN(k):= 0 for k < 0 and k ~ N.

Background and preliminary results on Szego theory and the linear prediction method applied
to N-truncated, causal signals XN= (xN(k)} are described in Section 2. The associated distribu-
tion function o/N(8) and Szego function DN(z) are obtained explicitly and the Szego condition
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(cf. (2.12)) is readily seen to hold. Finite impulse response (FIR) filters g(n) * XN and h(n) * XN
that mlnim17e II g(n) * XN 112 and 118 -h(n) * XN) 112, respectively, are derived (Theorems 1 and
2) in terms of the Szego polynomial Pn ( 1/1 N; z), where 8 denotes the unit pulse signal.

Section 3 is used to present results from a numerical-graphical experiment that illustrates
typical behavior of the zeros of the Pn(1/IN; z), where the input signal x = {x(k)} has the special
form of a finite Fourier series

[

x(k)= L ajei"'jk, k=O, :t:I, :t:2,...,
j=-[

where a_j = (X"j, "'-j = -"'j and 0 = "'0 < "'1 < ...< "'1 < '!T. These results led us to the conjec-
ture given in Section 4. In support of this conjecture we give: estimates which suggest that
1 Pn(o/N; ei"'j) I is small when n and N are large (Theorem 3), a result (Theorem 6) on the
asymptotic behavior of the zeros of Pn( o/N; z), and a proof (Theorem 7) that the weak star limit
of {(ljN) do/N(8)} is a point mass distribution with mass 1 aj 12 at each of the points e:f:i"'j,
j = 0, :f: 1, ..., :f: f.

In Section 5 we investigate the approximants [njM](z) on the Mth row in the Pade table of
the rational function FN(Z):= [DN(z)D;;(z)]-l, where D;;(z):= zMDN(ljz) and M:=
deg DN(z). It is shown (Theorem 8) that the polynomial numerator of [njM](z) is a constant
multiple of P:( o/N; z). The convergence of {[njM](z)}~-o is described by Corollary 9, which is
a consequence of Theorem 8 and an extension of the Montessus de Ballore theorem. This result
provides an independent proof that lim p:(z) = DN(O)jDN(z), at least for the cases dealt with
in Section 4.

2. Applications of Szego theory and background

Doubly infinite sequences x = {x(m)}: , of real numbers are called (discrete) signals, the
space of all such signals being denoted by I. A signal x is said to be causal if x(m) = 0 for
m < O. Since our interest is in signals that are observed (measured) we consider N-truncated,
causal signals XN = {xN(m)}, where

xN(m):- { x(m), ifO~~~N-l, (2.1a)
0, otherWIse,

and

(2.1b)

XN(O) * O.

The Z-transform of XN is given by
N-l

XN(z):= L xN(m)Z-m,
m=O

For the absolutely continuous distribution function o/N(() defined by

, ( ) 1 2
0/ N () : = 2:j;:

I 

XN(eiB) I -'TT~O~'TT,
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the kth moment ILk (k = 0, :t 1, :t 2,. ) is given by

'If

ILk := f_'If

1 N-l N-l '!!2~ 
L :L XN(m)XN(j) f

m=O 1=0 -'!!

-
N-l

ei(j-m-k)8 dO = L xN(m )xN(m + k).
-m=O

It follows that the moments ILk represent the autocorrelation coefficients of the signal:
00

ILk= L xN(m)xN(m+k), k=O, :t:l, :t:2,... .(2.4)
m=-oo

Moreover, since the ILk are trigonometric moments, the sequence {ILk} is Hermitian positive
definite; that is,

p.k = p.-k and L1k:=det(p.i_j)~j-o>O, k=O, 1, 2,..., (2.5)

(see, e.g., [1,10,12]). The distribution function 1/IN( 0) provides an inner product
'II

(I, g) :=f_!(ei8)~d1/lN(O)' I, gEA, (2.6)

on the space A of Laurent polynomials LZ~mCkZk, Ck E C, -00 < m ~ k ~ n < + 00. We denote
by {Pn = Pn(1/IN; Z)}'::~O the sequence of monic Szego polynomials orthogonal with respect to 1/IN
and denote the reciprocal polynomials by

p:(1/IN;z):=znpn(1/IN;1/z), n=0,1,2, (2.7)

The polynomials Pn and P: satisfy the orthogonality conditions
f L1n 0, 0 ~ m ~ n -1,

(Pn, zm) = L1n
m=O,

i1n-l0,
(p:, zm)=m=n, l~m~n\ ~n-;

and the recurrence relations

PO(1/IN; z):= P6(1/IN; z):= 1, (2.9a)

Pn(1/IN; z) = ZPn-l(1/IN; z) + fJnP:-l(1/IN; z), n = 1,2,3,..., (2.9b)

P:(1/IN; z)=8nZPn-l(1/IN; Z)+P:-1(1/IN; z), n=1,2,3, (2.9c)

The constants fJn, called reflection coefficients, can be computed successively in terms of the
moments }1.k by

n-l
~ (n-l)
£..., qj ~-j-l

j=O8 = -(ZPn-l' 1)
n / -* , \

1 =-
\Pn-l, .1./

n

Pn(Z) =: L q5n)zj
j=O

(2.10)

n-~

~ (n-l)
"'" qj .lJ.j+l-n

j=O

This procedure for computing the 8n's is known as Levinson's algorithm.
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It is well known (e.g., [11]) that all zeros of the Pn(z) lie in zl < 1,

18. <1 and f3n :=

(2.11a)

Pn n = 1,2, 3,= lip: II =Vf1n/f1n-;,

and
n

{3;=,uofl (1-18kI2),
.k=l

n = 1, 2, 3,. (2.11b)

It is readily seen that o/~( 8) satisfies the Szego condition

'If

00>1
-'If

'If

f log tJ;~(O) dO> -00
-'If

o/~((})d(},

(2.12)

The Szego function DN(z) with respect to o/N«(J) is defined by

Izi <1 (2.13)

It follows from the well-known theory of Szego polynomials that

2 < 00,!3:= Jim!3n > 0,
n-+(X)

00

L lc5k
k-l

(2.14)

(2.15a)DN(z) = lim * ( .~n. ) E H2 (Hardy space),
n-+oo Pn 'l'N, Z

zl < 1,

DN(z)*Oforlzl <1 and DN(O) = fJ > 0 (2.15b)

and

a.e. on [- 'IT, 'IT] (2.15c)

(see, e.g., [4-7,9,19,24]). Furthermore, one can prove the following assertion:

DN(z) = ::I:XN(O) rI (Z -Zk) rI (1- ZkZ),
Izkl~l Izkl<l

(2.16)

where the Zk'S in (2.16) denote the N -1 zeros of the polynomial ZN-IXN(Z) and the sign (:1:1) is
chosen so that DN(O) > O. This choice of sign is possible since the Zk are either real or else they
occur in conjugate pairs. To verify (2.16) we let DN(z) denote the function on the right-hand
side of (2.16) and observe that by (2.3)

-'!T~(J~'!T (2.17)

It suffices then to substitute this expression in (2.13) for I/I~( IJ) and apply the Poisson integral
formula, which holds also for functions of the form log I z -ei61 I (cf. [13, Theorem 8;2]).

Let I D and I R denote subsets of the space I of signals. A linear map T:.l D -IRis called a
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digital filter if T is shift invariant; that is, if ST = TS, where S denotes the shift operator defined

by
(Sx)(k) := x(k -1), k = 0, :I: 1, :I: 2,. , xel.

The convolution h * x of sequences h and x, defined by

00

(h*x)(k):= L x(m)h(k-m), k=O, ::tl,:t2,
m=-oo

provides a convenient representation of a digital filter. In fact, if hE 'I' then

y = Tx := h * x

can be shown to be a continuous, linear, shift-invariant mapping of l~ into l~. Moreover, h is
the unit pulse response: i.e., h = T8 where the unit pulse 8 = (8( k)} is defined by 8(0) := 1 and

8(k):= 0 for k * O. The z-transform
~

H(z) = L h(m)z-m (2.21)
m--~

of h is called the transfer function of the filter T since Y( z) = H( z) X( z), where X( z) and Y( z)

denote the Z-transforms of the signals x and y, respectively. Since hEll' the series (2.21)
converges absolutely for I z I ;?; 1. The function H(ei8) is called the frequency response function of
the filter T.

Associated with an N-truncated causal signal XN = -xN(k)} (see (2.1)) is a linearly predicted

signal x N = X N (k)} given in terms of x N by

n

xN(k):= {- j~lg)n)XN(k -j),

to,

g;n)ER, k~l,
(2.22)

k~O,

The residual signal ~~) = {~~)(k)} = {xN(k) -xN(k)}k--oo can be written as a convolution

~

£~) = g{n) * XN = { i: g}n)xN(k -i) } (2.23)
J-O k--~

of g(n) = {g}n)} and XN' where g~n) := 1 and g}n):= 0 for j < 0 and j> n. For each n ;?; 1, the

polynomial

(2.24)
n

G,,(z):= L g;">z-j
j=O

is the transfer function of the digital filter ~ defined by «;:):= TnXN:= g(n) * XN' The coefficients
g~n), 1 ~j ~ n, are determined in such a manner as to minimize the squared 12-norm

00

II«;:)II~= :r. [«;:)(k)]2. (2.25)
k--oo
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In fact it follows from (2.23) and (2.4) that

n

L g5n)XN (k -j
j=O

=f~'1T1

00

II f<;) II~ = L
k=-oo ~

n n 00
= L L gjn)g~n) L xN(k -j)xN(k -m)

j=o m=O k= -00

n n
= L L gjn)g~n)p. j-m

j=O m=O

n n 'IT
= L L gjn)g~n)f e-iU-m)8d1JlN(8)

j=O m=O -'IT

n [2

L gjn) e-ij8 d1JlN(8)
,j=O

= IIGnI12=(Gn, Gn) =(On' On),

where On(Z):= znGn(z) is a monic polynomial of degree n. From a known property of Szego
polynomials (e.g., [7, Section 2.5]), lion 112 = (On' On) attains its minimum value for all monic
polynomials °n(z) of degree n if °n(z) = Pn( 1JlN; z), the nth Szego polynomial with respect to

1JlN( 8). This result is summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let XN = (xN(m)} be a given N-truncated causal signal (2.1) and let o/N( 8) be defined
by (2.3). For each n ~ 1, let £~):= g(n) * XN' where g(n) = (g5n)} E I, g5n) = 0 for} < 0 and} > n,

and
n

Gn(z):= L gjn}z-j,
j=O

(2.26)ggn):= 1, gjn) E IR

Then

I 

Zk I,

where the Zk denote the zeros of XN(z) such that
if there are no such zeros.

n
Izkl..l

~ 1 and where the produrt is replaced by oneZkl

Theorem 2. Let XN = (xN(m)} be a given N-truncated, causal signal and let ¥'N(8) be defined by
(2.3). For each n ~ 1, let h(n) = (h)n)} E 1 be such that hbn) '* 0 and h)n) = 0 for j < 0 and j > n

and let
n

Hn(z):= L h;n>z-j,
j=O

h(.n) E R
J

is attained by GnCz) = z-npnC o/N; z), where {Pn} is the sequence of monic Szego polynomials with

respect to the distribution function o/NC 8).
Moreover, as n -+ 00,

minIIE<;>112=.Bn\".B=DN(O) = XN(O)' 1- --,

g(n)
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Then

(2.30)

and this minimum is attained by choosing

XN(O) -nHn(z) = ~z Pn( ¥IN; z), (2.31)

where {Pn} is the sequence of monic Szego polynomials with respect to the distribution function
¥IN( fJ). Here 8 denotes the unit pulse sequence (see definition following (2.20)).

Moreover, as n -00,

XN (0) 2

-p-
= /1 -n I Zk 1-2, (2.32)

V~ Iz~l~l'-1C1

Z k I ~ 1 and where the product is replaced by 1 ifwhere the Zk denote the zeros of XN(x) such that
there are no such zeros.

(2.33)

Proof. Let cn and g(n) = (g5n)} E 1 be chosen so that

h(n) = C g(n) c:#: 0 g(n):= 1 g (n) E Rn , n '0 'J '

and let Gn(z) be defined by (2.24). We then obtain
2 00 2

118-(h(n)*XN)112:= L [8(k)-(h(n)*XN)(k)]
k=-oo

00 00

= L [8(k)]2-2cn L
k=-oo k=-oo

n 2

= 1- 2cn r. g5n)XN(-j) + C;II g(n) * XNI12

j=O
2= 1 -2CnXN(O) + C;II g(n) * XN 112-

We mlnlm17e this in two steps: first with respect to g(n) and then with respect to Cn- An
application of Theorem 1 gives

2
minl18 -(h(n). XN) 112 = 1- 2CnXN(O) + c;.a;

g(n)

!-!!lOl'; 

2

=1-
~ )2 Q2

( -
P +J.ln Cn Q2

n J.ln

It is then easily seen that the minimum of this with respect to cn is
2XN(0) 2

minI18-(h(n)*XN)11 =1-
h(n) 2 .Bn I

and this is attained by choosing Cn = XN(O)/.B;, Gn(Z) = Z-npn(o/N; z); hence (2.31) holds.
Equation (2.32) follows immediately from (2.30) and (2.16). 0
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3. Frequency analysis for trigonometric polynomial signals

In this section we consider a numerical-graphical example obtained by applying the well-known
linear prediction method and Levinson algorithm described in Section 2 to a signal x = (x( k)}
of the form

/

La. ei"'jk
.J

J=-/

k = 0, :t 1, :t 2, (3.1a)

where

(3.1b)
, = a_j = ..(3.1c)

Our goal is to approximate the (unknown) "'j'S from the data _x(k)}f::J. Actually, for this
illustration we add to the signal a small noise component 1] = 1](k)} so that

x(k)=u(k)+1](k), k=O, :1:1, :1:2,...,

0 = "'0 < "'1 < "'2 <

cxoER, O*CXj

< "'I < 1T,

EC, j

"'-j
1,2,.

-(.,)',
J

,1

(3.2a)
where

4 4

u(k)= }: ajei"'jk= }:2Ajsinc.Jjk, k=O, ::t:l, ::t:2,..., (3.2b)
j= -4 j=l

and we take 1=4, aj = -iAj' where the Aj and c.Jj are given in Table 1.
The sequence 1] = {1](k)} with 1](0) * 0 is formed from white noise, the 1](k) being random

numbers normalized to have a mean of zero and variance 0.02. The noise component was added
in order to simulate an actual observed signal. The level of noise is small enough so that the
"observed" signal x behaves essentially the same as the "true" signal u. The signal we actually
work with is the 400-truncated, causal signal X400. The choice of N = 400 was made so that we
can consider Szego polynomials Pn(I/IN; z) with n in the range 1 ~ n ~ N -21 = 392. We note
that although U400(O) = 0, we have X400(O) = 1](0) * 0; therefore (2.1b) holds.

Using (3.2) as starting data, we have computed autocorrelation coefficients (moments ILk) by
(2.4) and then reflection coefficients 8k and norms fJk:= II Pk II by the Levinson algorithm based
on (2.9) and (2.10). Some of the results are given in Table 2. When computing the 8k we also
constructed the Szego polynomials Pk(I/IN; z) and obtained their zeros zik), j = 1,2,..., k, k =
1, 2,.. .,50. In Table 3 we give I zik) I and arg zik), k = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, for each of the four
zeros lying nearest to the unit circle I z I = 1. From these results it is clear that the 4 angles c.Jj
used to form the input X400 in (3.2) can be approximated with 3 or 4 significant digits. In Figs. 1
and 2 are shown plots of all of the zeros of Pk(I/IN; z) for k = 4,6, 8, 10, 20, 30,40,50. The
actual zeros occur at the endpoints of lines radiating from the origin. It is remarkable that even

Table 1

Parameters Aj and IJJj
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Table 2
Reflection coefficients 8k and norms .Bk = II Pk II computed from the Levinson algorithm

20
30
40
50

-0.05775
0.07575

-0.01212
-0.00874

17.0
16.5
16.4
16.3

Table 3
Zeros zjk) of Pk(Z) near Izi =1

j=l

j=2 10
20
30

40
50

0.955..
0.995..
0.997..
0.997..
0.9971

1'1T ,: 1.047198

j=3 10
20
30
40
50

0.981...
0.996...
0.997...
0.997...
0.997...

i'IT == 0.523599

j=4 10
20
30
40

50

0.999..
0.997..
0.997..
0.997..
0.997..

i'TT ,: 2.356194
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ZEROS IN THE COMPLEX PLANE

1.0 1.0

0.8 0.8

0.6 0.6

In 0.4 In 0.4
X X
c 0.2 c 0.2
>- >-
~ ~

0C C
Z Z
(; -0.2 (; -0.2
c c
2 2
--0.4 --0.4

-0. -0.

-0.8 -0.8

-I. -I.
"'" -' "...

REAL AXIS REAL AXIS
(0) k=4 (b) k=6

n ~3:7'~' r

"'Z 

../3

3r'V

~"~~

1.0 l

0.8 0.8

0.6 0.6

~ 0.4 '" 0.4X -
Xct 0.2 ct 0.2

>- >-
a:
ct o! a: 0
z ct
-Z
~ -0.2 I 0 -02

; ;\ ct
--0.4 ~ -04

1 ~ ---:! -0.6 -0.6

-0.8 -0.8

-1.0 -1.0
-1.0 -0.8 -0.6-0.4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -1.0 -08 -0.6 -0.4-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

REAL AXIS REAL AXIS
(C) k=8 (d) k= 10

Fig. 1. The zeros zjk) of the Szego polynomials Pk(Z) are shown as the end points of lines radiating from the origin.
The Pk(Z) were constructed from input data (3.2) and Table 1.

y

at k = 4, two of ~e zeros of P4(Z) are very close to the points ei"'j with <AJj = :I: ~'IT. With k = 10,
all of the points e1"'j are being approximated by zeros of PIO(Z). It is also notable that for each k,
the zeros of Pk( ¥'N; z) are fairly uniformly distributed by argument around the circle, except for
some gaps that appear near the critical points ei"'j. As k increases the ':lnlplitudes I ZJk) I appear
to increase, with certain zeros (apparently) converging quickly to the e1"'j.

4. Conjecture and supportive theory

The following conjecture deals with the asymptotic behavior of zeros of Szego polynomials
Pn(o/N' z) formed from trigonometric polynomial signals of the form (3.1). The conjecture is
suggested by the example described in Section 3. Several theorems and other arguments that
support the conjecture are given in this section.
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~/3

Conjecture (q. Let {Pn( 1/IN' z)} denote the sequence of monic Szego polynomials with respect to
an absolutely continuous distribution function 1/IN(8) defined by (2.3), where XN(z) is the
Z-transform of a trigonometric polynomial signal of the form (3.1). Then it is conjectured that,
as n and N tend to infinity (in a manner to be determined), with 1 ~ n ~ N -2/, the 2/ + 1
zeros of Pn( 1/IN' z) of largest modulus will approach the critical points ei"'j, j = 0, ::I: 1,..., ::I: /.
(We have assumed above that ao * 0 so that ei"'o = eo = 1 is a critical point. If ao = 0, then there
are only 2/ critical points, since eiO = 1 should not be counted; hence the statement of the
conjecture should be adjusted ~ccording1Y.)

Theorem 3. Letx={x(k)} be a given signal of the form (3.1) and let XN= {xN(k)} denote the
corresponding N-truncated causal signal. There exists a constant A, dependent upon N and the a;
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and (.Jj for -1~j~1, but independent ofn, such that

n+21

IPn(¥lN,ei"'j)I=IGn(ei"'j)I~A L IE<;)(k)l, j= -1, -1+1,...,1,
k=n

provided 1 ~ n ~ N -21, where Gn{z) = Lj=og5n)z-j = Z-npn{ ¥IN; z) and E<;) = g(n) * XN'

(4.1

Our proof of Theorem 3 makes use of the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let g E II be given and let T denote the digital filter defined by

~:= Tx = g * x:, with x of the fo1m (3.1). (4.2)

Let G(z) = E:- -.xog(m)z-m denote the Z-transfo1m ofg = {g(m)} (also the transfer function of
T). Then:

(A) For k = 0, :f: 1, :f: 2, ...,

I
((k) := (Tx )(k) = L £YjG(ei"'j) ei"'jk

j--I (4.3)

(B) Let p be a given integer. Then there exist complex constants A jk (depending only upon p and
the aj and (Uj' -I~j~I) such that

p+21
G(ei"'i) = L Aj,~(k), -I ~j ~ I. (4.4)

k=p

Proof. (A) By (2.18), (2.20), (3.1a) and (4.3),
00 00

£(k)= L x(m)g(k-m)= L g(m)x(k-m)
m=-oo m~-oo

00 I

= L g(m) L aj ei"'j(k-m)
m--oo j--I

= jElaj[mfoog(m)(ei"'j)-m] ei"'jk

I
= L ajG(ei"'j) ei"'jk.

j--I

(B) This follows from an application of Cramer's rule to the system of 21 + 1 linear equations
(4.3), with P ~ k ~p + 21, in the 21+ 1 unknowns aj:= ajG(ei"'j), -1 ~j ~ 1. The determinant
of the system is the Vandermonde determinant

1211
2-1+1

(2-1+1)21 (ZItI
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Proof of Theorem 3. For each n ~ 1 let ~ denote the digital filter

~x:=g(n)*x, xEloo.

Since x, XN E 100 it follows that, if

;<n) := ~X := g<n) * x and ~<n) 0- 7' X 0-
g <n)

* X~N o-.in N 0- N,

then
n

f(n)(k) = L g~n)x(k-m),
m=O

k=O, :tI, :t2,..., (4.6b)
and

n

fC:>(k) = Lg~n>XN(k-m),
m-O

k = 0, ::t: 1, ::t: 2,..
(4.6c)

By the definition of XN and (4.6b), (4.6c) we obtain

(n)(k) = «;)(k) forn~k~N-l.

Therefore by Lemma 4(B) it follows that

n+21 n+21
G ( ei"'j ) = ~ A<n)(n)(k ) = ~ A<n)(n)(k )n L., J,k L., J,k N ,

k~n k=n

provided n + 21 ~ N. Thus

-I~k~I,

n+21

IGn(ei"'j)l~maxIA5~21 L It:';)(k)/, -1~k~l,
k-n

provided 1 ~ n ~ N -21. Here we hold N fixed and A := max
the allowed values. 0 A5~21, where j, k and n take on

Rem~ks. The relations (2.27) and (4.1) (in Theorem 3) suggest that the numbers I Gn(ei"'i) I =
I Pn(el"'i) I get smaller as n increases. This suggests a close proximity to the ei"'i of zeros of Pn(z),
Additionally, in Theorem 2 if we let XN be a signal of the form (3.1), then Hn(z) minimi7es

118-(h(n)*XN)112. Therefore, since 1-Hn(z)XN(z) is the Z-transform of 8-(h(n)*XN)
where

(4.9)

N-} N-}

XN(Z):= L xN(k)z-k= L X(k)Z-k,
k=O k=O

one can expect l/Hn(z) to be a good approximation of XN(z) for large n; that is,

1 p2 znXN(z) ~ = n.
Hn(z) XN(O) Pn(1/IN; z) (4.10)
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Setting X1X)(.Z) := Lk=Ox(k)z-k and using (3.1), we obtain, for

00

X1X)(z) = L
k=O

zl > 1,

I

La. ei"'jk
.J

J=-I

-k

.k

=;)
I 00 I
L aj L = L -j",;.

j=-I k=O \.. j=-I Z e

Since Xoo(z) is a rational function of z with simple poles at the points ei"'j, -I ~j ~ I, and since
XN(z) -+ Xoo(z) as N -+ 00, (4.10) suggests that there will be zeros of Pn(z) near the ei"'j when n
is large.

(X.z1

(4.11 )

By a theorem of Jentzsch [25, Section 7.8, p.238] we can easily deduce the fact that, for every
£ > 0, there exists an N such that XN(z) has a zero in the annulus 1 -£ < I z I < 1 + £. The
following theorem is an extension of this result.

Theorem 5. Let x = {x(k)} be a signal of the form (3.1) and let

N-l
XN(Z) = L x(k )Z-k, x(O):#: O.

k=O (4.12)

Then for each £ > 0, there exists an integer N( £) such that, for every N ~ N( £), all but at most 41
zeros ofXN(z) lie in the annulus 1- £ < I z I < 1 + £.

Proof. Observe that

[

= L aj
j=-[

SN(Z) := XN(}
(4.13)

.N

1 -(z e""j)

1 -z ei"'j

(4.14)

F'(z)2:jTI f c "F[Z) d z

so that {Sn(Z)} converges locally uniformly in I z I < 1. Let p be chosen such that 1/(1 + £) < P
< 1 and F( z) :;Co 0 for z on the circle C defined by I z I = p. Let M:= min[ I F( z) I : I z I = p ].
Then M> 0 and there exists an integer No(£) such that I SN(Z) I ~ I F(z) 1- I F(z) -SN(Z) I ~
M -1M = 1M for I z I = p and N ~ No( f). The rational functions F(z) and SN(Z) are all

analytic in I z I < 1 (the poles of F occurring on the unit circle I z I = 1). It follows that
{S~(Z)/SN(Z)} converges to F'(z)/F(z) uniformly on C and hence

Jim ~ ( ~ dz = .1
N-+(Xj 2'ITi }CSN(Z)

Thus for every N~No(£)' SN(Z) has the same number of zeros in I; ~--

rational function F(z) has at most 2/ zeros in C, and hence in I ~ I

z' 

< p as F(z). But the

z ~ 1/(1 + t:). Since
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a-A-
} J

J
~ ., (4.16)

.L..., 1 -z e1"'j
J=-J

where the :\ j are constants of unit modulus. In fact, if K is a closed subset of E and {t Nk( z)} i is

a subsequence converging for z E K, then by (4.13) and (4.15),

zeK.

Since {( ei"'JNk} is bounded, there exists a subsequence {( ei"'l) Nk.l} converging to a limit AI' with
jAIl = 1. Continuing in this manner to extract converging subsequences for each tJJj from the

preceding subsequences,~e obtain the Aj in (4.16). Clearly every function of the form (4.16) has
at most 21+ 1 zeros in C (including the zero at z= 00), and hence in I z I ~ 1/(1- E:). We now
prove Assertion (b): There exists an NI( E:) such that, for. every N ~ NI( E:), tN(Z) has at most
21 + 1 zeros (and hence SN( z) has at most 21 zeros) in I z I ~ 1/(1 -E:). For, assume that there
exists a subsequence (tN,(Z)} such that, for every ~, tN,(Z) has at least 21+ 2 zeros
in I z I ~ 1/(1- E:). Then 'there exists a subsequence (tNi(z)} of the normal family (tN;(Z)}

converging locally uniformly on every closed subset K of E to a rational function of the form
(4.16). By the same type of argument used above for (SN(Z)}, we can conclude that there exists
an N2(E:) such that, for every ~~N2(E:), tNi(z) has at most 21+1 zeros in Izl ~1/(1-E:).
This contradicts the above assumption and tllerefore proves Assertion (b).

We have shown that for N ~ N( E:) := max(No( E:), NI( E:)), there are at most 41 zeros of SN(Z)
that are not in the annulus 1/(1 + E:) ~ I z I ~ 1/(1 -E:), from which the theorem follows. 0

The following two theorems give information concerning the asymptotic behavior of the zeros
of Pn( ¥IN' z) which has been observed in Figs. 1 and 2.

Theorem 6. Let x = {x(k)} be a given signal of the form (3.1), and let N~ 1 be fixed. Let rN
denote the distance from the unit circle to the nearest zero of XN( z) defined by (4.12). Then the zeros
of the Szego polynomials Pn ( 1/1 N; z) will be asymptotically (as n -+ 00) equally spaced on the circle

1z I = r+-;:;

for a subsequence of integers n.
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Remarks. (1) A proof of Theorem 6 follows from a recent result of Mhaskar and Saff [17,21] and
the observation that I z I = 1 + rN is the largest disk centered at the .origin throughout which the

function [DN(z)]-l is analytic.
(2) By the term, "asymptotically (as n -00) equally spaced" used in the theorem we mean

that the normalized distributions associated with the zeros of Pn( 1/IN; z) converge in the
weak-star topology to the uniform distribution on the circle I z I = 1/(1 + rN) (cf. [15]).

(3) Since from Theorem 5 we have rN -0 as N -00, we see from Theorem 6 that, for certain
n and N suitably large, Pn( 1/IN; z) will have zeros arbitrarily close to the unit circle.

Theorem 7. Let x = {x(k)} be a given signal of the form (3.1), let xN = {xN(k)} denote its
N-truncated, causal signal and let XN(z) and o/N(O) be defined by (2.2) and (2.3). Then, as

N- 00,
]

1 ( 1 I ( i8 ) 12 .~ 2
)N d~N 8)=2:rr-]\1 XN e d8~.£... lajl 6e;wj, (4.17

J= -]

where 6w denotes the delta distribution with mass 1 at z = wand the convergence in (4.17) is in the

sense of the weak-star topology.

1 -e-iN("'m-8)
(4.19)de

dB
1 -ei(w,-6)

dO

Proof. It suffices to show that for every function j(z) continuous on I z I = 1 we have
1 'IT [

Jim N f j(ei8) dl/lN( 8) = L j aj j2j(ei"'j).
N-+~ -'IT j=-[

We let £ > 0 be chosen so that the interval [(AJs -£, (AJs + £] does not contain (AJj for j * s

-kr j""+j(ei8) dl/lN( 8)

1 "'.+E . ( I 1 -eiN("'j-8) )( I
= ~ f -f(e18) .I: aj 1 -ei("'j-8) I: am 1 -e-i("'m-8)

"'. E }--I m=-I f

For the second equality in (4.19) we have used the summation formula for terminating geometric
series. Consider the term in (4.19) when j = m = s: that is,

1 f ",.+E i8 1 -eiN(",,-8)
2":jTN f(e )Iasl

",-E.
1 12 ~ 11 iN812 I 12 E ( .I NO \2 = ~ f f(ei("'.-8)) -e. dO = ~ f f (ei("'.-8)) _s~ 1" -

2'!TN -E 1 -e18 2'!TN -E sm !O

From well-known properties of the Fejer kernel [8] we have
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5. Related Pade approximants

In the final section we investigate properties of the Pade approximants for the function

1
FN(Z):= DN(Z)D!J(z)' (5.1)

where DN(z) denotes the Szego function (see (2.16» and D!J(z):= zMDN(l/z), M:= degree of
DN(z).

Theorem 8. Let XN= xN(m)} be a given N-truncated, causal signal (2.1), and let o/N(O) and
DN(z) denote the associated distribution function (2.3) and Szegofunction (2.16), respectively. Let
M denote the degree of DN(z), 0 ~ M ~ N -1, and let [n/M] be the (classical) Pad;; approxi-
mant of type (n, M) to the rational function FN( z) (with 2M poles) defined by (5.1). Then there
exists a polynomial Qn,M(Z) E ~M (of degree ~ M) such that

[n/M](z) =~, (5.2)

where P: = P:(o/N; z) denotes the reciprocal Szegopolynomial (2.7) with respect to o/N(O).

Proof. Let Pn E.9n and QM (~O) E.9M satisfy

Q F, -p = O( zM+n+l ) as z -+ 0M N n , .
Then QM -PnDNDJ = O(zM+n+l) and hence

f ~ dz - f Pn(Z)DNj~iDJ(z)- dz = 0
Izl=l Z Izl-l Z for k ~ n + 1
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We also have

f g~Izl=l ZM+k dz=O for k ~ 2

Therefore

f !n(Z )DN(z )D;(z) d - 0 f 2 k 1M+k Z -or ~ ~ n + .
Izl=1 Z

= 1, we have z == eiO, dz = iz dO and D;(z)= z~W and hence

f1T !dz)DNl{~I~iliI dO = 0 for 2 ~ k ~ n + 1 (z = eiO).
-1T z

Thus by (2.15c)

f:1T ~IDN(Z)12dO=2'ITf:1T ~ dI,(lN(O) =0

It follows that P n(Z) := zn~""(ifi) E 9n satisfies

0 = f:1T P:TZ"Jzk-l dl,(lN( 0) = f:1TPn(Z )zk-l-n dl,(lN( 0),

for 2 ~ k ~ n + 1 (z = eiO).

For zl

(z = ei8).for 2 ~ k ~ n + 1

Therefore,
'If

( P n' zm) = f P n (z )? d 1/1 N ((}) = 0 for 0 ~ m ~ n -1 (Z = ei6),
-'If

and hence Pn(z) = cnPn(z) for some constant Cn- Thus

P:(Z) := Znp:;n7Z) = c;;lzn~Ti7ij = c;;IPn(z)

provided Cn * 0; that is, provided Pn(z) ~ O. If Pn(z) = 0, then by (5.3), QM = O(zM+n+l) which
contradicts the fact that 0 ~ QM E 9M. Thus Qn,M = C;;IQM' 0

Corollary 9. With the hypotheses of Theorem 8,

lim [njM](z) = lim p:(z) = 1
n-+(Xj n-+(Xj Qn,M(Z) DN(z)D;(z)

locally uniformly on the set I z I < R N \ { zeros of D; (z)}, where
M

RN:= min[l.<"kl: DN('<"k) =0] ~1.
k=l

Moreover, the M zeros of Qn,M(Z) approach the M zeros ofD;(z).

Proof. We apply an extended version of the Montessus de Ballore theorem. The extension
appears in an implicit form in [18,20] (see also [2]) and explicitly in [22]. 0

We conclude with the following remarks. Since p:(O) = 1, it follows from Corollary 9 that

n~ ~ = ~(Of.p~-(O) and n~Qn.M(Z) = cDj!i(z),
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for some constant c. Hence DN(O)Dii(O) = cDii(O) and so c = DN(O)
Corollary 9

Therefore by this and

P:(1/IN; z)

Qn,M(Z)

DN(O)

~W;
_DN (0) D,: (z)lim p:(z) = lim Qn,M(Z

n--oo n--oo.
= =

DN(z)D;(z)
that is,

DN(O)lim p: ( ¥' N; Z) =
D I ) ..,I n-oo N\Z

This result is in agreement with (2.15a) and demonstrates the connection between the Montessus
de Ballore theorem for Pade approximants and the Szego theory of asymptotics for orthogonal
polynomials with respect to nonnegative trigonometric weights.

for I z I < R N (5.6)
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